OPTIMIST
Road Map - Emoji Execution

“A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity;
an optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.”
–Winston Churchill

OBJECTIVE
To create a visual system that engages,
rewards and reminds a member of
accomplishments and goals.
Reinforce the International Branding!

Roadmap
Introduce
Reinforce
Distribute

Website placement
Email Campaigns
Buttons
Pins

Banners

Mobile Execution
and Distribution

Social Media

DESCRIPTION
•

Banner: Create a visual banner that incorporates all emojis and label.
Visually introduces the concept to members.
Creates curiosity (engage with members)

•

Pins: Historically a pin is created for each chapter.

•

Email: A campaign should be created with a customer engagement program (ex: Constant Contact) to use the existing optimist database with email reminders, announcements and any other
important or relevant information for club members. The “Emoji” campaign should be used as the main graphic image to reinforce the campaign and visually brand the chapter..
Make sure to include links that take the user to specific information within the “Optimist” website.
IMPORTANT: The user should be able to select the link or emoji with “one-click” and be redirected to this information.
(UX: One click and user is placed at the exact place within the site that relates to that specific emoji)

•

Website Use: Each emoji is based on a specific program within the Optimist genre. The emoji’s should be placed on as many websites as possible.
Example: Optimist Site, Schools, Non-profits, etc.
All social Media
Create a twitter account for each emoji and utilize database to engage users.
Facebook: Create a page based on each emoji
SnapChat: Create stories around the emojis. Give them each a personality and send to database
Instagram for Emojis
Utilize these platforms to develop stories, announcements, create characters (as if the emoji is speaking to the audience)
Engage users to post to all social platforms to create a community around that specific emoji and its platform.
(make sure you create filters within these platforms on the back-end to grab important demographic information to see what is working and engaging your audience. (Monetize these efforts)

•

Buttons: Each emoji can be used to visually create a button.
Note: If a certain Optimist Club goal is more important than create this button to distribute and promote.

•

Mobile: Mobile First!
Everything that is listed within the (Website Use) should be reflected within the Mobile Space.
At all times make sure the Mobile execution is completed and executed first. (98% of people use their Mobile Device to engage within any platform)
66% of the day is spent using a mobile for sharing, learning and communicating.

•

Alerts & Notifications: Set up to remind, engage the members.

Examples
Example: Each emoji should be an active
link to its content always!!!Make it Easy

Example: Notification with Link to take
member in one click to website or social
site!
Make it Easy

Congratulations!
College Member
Share your story!

Example: Construct emails that always
include the emoji ! Each emoji should be
an active link to its content always!!!
Make it Easy

Congratulations College Member!

Example: Always Personalize with Name

Dear Sharon,
We are so excited that you are a part of our club.
Below you will find links that help you navigate our club.
Share your story!

